Directions to reach ISI
The principal buildings in the office complex are the Main Bulding, the Geology
Building, the Library Building, the New Academic Building, the Administration Building
and the Amrapali. The residential campus at 205 and 206 B.T. Road premises includes,
apart from several staff quarters, the Guest House, the Medical Welfare Unit, the Boys'
Hostel, the Research Scholars' and ISEC hostel, the Ladies hostel, and parts of several
service units. Some residential quarters are located in Deluxe Garden, an enclaved
located on the west side of the Gopal Lal Tagore Road, near the office campus. ISI also
owns Gupta Nivas, a property located on the east side of B.T. Road, north of the office
campus. This building has a remarkable history, but is no longer in use.
The ISI campus lies five kilometers North of the Shyambazar five-point crossing. If you
are coming from the airport, drive towards Dunlop Bridge (via Nager Bazar and Chiria
More). If you are coming from the downtown area or one of the railway stations, you will
have to drive past Shyambazar and Chiria More. As you approach Dunlop Bridge, the
boundary wall of the ISI campus will be visible on your left. The residential campus is at
the Bus Stop called Bon Hooghly and the office campus is at the Bus Stop called ISI or
Statistical. The Bus Stop further to the Statistical Bus Stop is Dunlop Bridge, which is an
important landmark. Dunlop Bridge is also a useful way of describing the general
destination when you are asking for directions.
If you miss the ISI gates and reach the Dunlop Bridge intersection, take a sharp left turn
into Gopal Lal Tagore Road The ISI campus will be on your left. The first entrance on
your left leads you straight into the Library Building.

